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The last part includes chapters 12 to 14 and is less homogeneous than the others. 
Various topics are discussed which cover more recent development in database 
research: null values, logic and databases, etc. The book terminates with an overview 
of four relational languages: SQL, QBE, QUEL, PIQUE. They are a good illustra- 
tion of the bridge between theoretical and practical aspects. 
Michel ADIBA 
Grenoble University, France 
Algorithmic Studies in Mass Storage Systems. By C.K. Wong. Computer Science 
Press, Rockville, MD, USA, 1983. 
The field of data structures has been at the center of computer science for several 
decades, and it continues to develop in new directions. The study of data structures 
for central memory was initiated in the fifties, was merged into a coherent body of 
knowledge during the sixties (largely due to Knuth’s “The Art of Computer Pro- 
gramming”), and has become a standard course in computer science ever since. 
The study of data structures suitable for disk storage developed somewhat later, 
mainly by adapting structures known from central memory to the exigencies of 
disks, where one access takes as long as tens of thousands of central memory accesses: 
for example, B-trees as a class of balanced trees where the node capacity is tailored 
to the size of a disk block, or extendible forms of hashing to guarantee two-disk- 
access retrieval of any single record in highly dynamic files. 
Both central memory and disk are modelled fairly well as random access storage 
devices, that differ only in access time (by a factor of about 105, say from 1 psec 
to 100 msec) and in the size of the unit of data accessed (by a factor of lo* to 103, 
say from Bytes to Kilobytes). Most data structures known make explicit use of 
random access, and are not readily adapted to other types of storage devices. What, 
then, are efficient data structures for storage systems with more restricted access 
capabilities? There is a significant amount of research literature pertaining to this 
question, but little by way of comprehensive surveys. C.K. Wong’s book is the most 
comprehensive treatment available today on the algorithmic aspects of data struc- 
tures for mass storage systems with restricted access capabilities. 
The book consists of three parts, entitled “Linear Storage”, “Two-dimensional 
Storage”, and “Magnetic Bubble Memory”. Tape is the prototypical linear storage 
medium, but disk can also be so regarded. For example, when minimization of head 
travel in a disk is of interest, it is useful to view the set of cylinders as forming a 
linear storage device. Two-dimensional storage devices are primarily arrays of tape 
cartridges housed in compartments and accessed by an x-y mechanism. 
The first two parts of the book, on linear and on two-dimensional storage, have 
a similar structure. First, the problem is treated of arranging records in a static file 
(no insertions or deletions) with known access frequencies so as to minimize head 
travel. In the one-dimensional case when the head can move in both directions the 
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‘organ pipe arrangement’ is optimal: place the record with highest access frequency 
anywhere, then alternatively place the next-highest-frequency record to the left and 
to the right. The case of two-dimensional media is more complicated. It is not 
sufficient to know only the order of records by frequency in order to construct an 
optimal solution; the magnitude of these frequencies is also important. Thus there 
is no simple solution such as the organ-pipe arrangement; instead, a quadratic 
assignment problem arises. The analysis of the heuristics proposed as a solution 
leads to very complicated mathematics throughout part 2 of the book. 
The largest and most interesting part of the book is chapter 3 on magnetic bubble 
memories. Bubble memories are distinguished from other mass storage devices by 
their ability to combine storage with processing functions such as sorting and 
searching. Accordingly, chapter 3 ranges over a much wider range of problems than 
the previous chapters. There are fewer solutions in closed mathematical form, but 
more algorithms and programs-in short, this chapter is written more in the conven- 
tional style of data structure books. 
For various models of bubble memories this chapter analyzes in depth permutation 
algorithms, tree searching and sorting. It provides a comprehensive survey of the 
results of about 50 research papers that appeared during the seventies, the decade 
in which bubble memories appeared to be promising mass memories of the future. 
This promise has now vaned, but the algorithms and analysis techniques presented 
will remain of interest to data structure specialists interested in technologies where 
storage and processing is interwined, such as in VLSI. 
In summary, “Algorithmic Studies in Mass Storage Systems” is a unique book, 
demanding and rewarding at the same time. It is highly recommended to advanced 
students of data structures. 
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